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AZ-ZAFAYAN AND HIS PLACE IN LITERARY HISTORY

Jaakko Hämeen-Anttila

Of all the rajaz poets of the 7th and 8th centuries, az-Zafayän seems one of
the most enigmatic. Whereas al-'Ajjâj and Ru'ba are well known and their
diwans have been preserved, others like Abü'n-Najm al-Tjlï are rather well
known even though their diwans have been lost, and the countless number
of minor rajaz poets are as unknown as their production is fragmentary.

Az-Zafayân, on the contrary, is sui generis. A representative sample of
his poems has been preserved in a collection (10 poems, 2301 verses),
although in a somewhat fragmentary condition, but almost nothing is known
about the poet himself. His verses are relatively rarely quoted in lexicographical

literature,2 the usually unsurpassable source for 7th and 8th century
rajaz, and elsewhere his name is virtually unknown. No cycle of anecdotes
reverberated around him - and thus there are no verses attributed to him or
anecdotes about him in the standard anecdote collections (e.g. Ibn Qutayba's
'Uyün al-akhbär and Ibn 'Abdrabbih's al-'Iqd al-farid) and even al-Jähiz (al-
Bayän wa 't-tabyin and Kitäb al-Hayawän) and al-Macarrî (especially Risälat
as-Sähil) prove to be rather useless in az-Zafayän's case, as do the geographi-

The wrong number 265 for the verses of the ten poems in the Dïwân (Blachère
1966, p. 523 > GAS 11:370; van Gelder 1998, p. 817) includes besides the ten
poems ofthe Dïwân (230 verses), the four additions (30 verses) by Ahlwardt (1903)
and obviously the six verses added by Geyer (1909), totalling 266 verses - the one
verse has gone missing by the error of Blachère, I believe.

To give an example, the verses of the following poets are quoted in Ibn Manzür,
Lisän al-'arab, as follows: Ru'ba (698), al-'Ajjäj (563), Abü'n-Najm (200), Abu
Muhammad al-Faq'asï (62), al-Aghlab (54), etc., whereas the dictionary gives only
48 verses by az-Zafayän. - The numbers have been taken from al-Ayyubï (1980)
(without its mulhaq), which is a good, though by no means impeccable, index. As a

comparison with collections edited in my MSRP 1-3 shows, there are slightly more
verses by each poet in Lisän al-'arab than indicated in the Index - mainly because

of anonymously quoted or misattributed verses - but I have taken al-Ayyubï (1980)
as the basis for numerical comparisons to avoid distorting the image in favour of
the poets which have been studied by me more profoundly. The actual numbers are
thus not exact but their ratios should be mostly correct.
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cal dictionaries of Yäqüt (Mu'jam al-buldän) and al-Bakrî (Mu'jam mä

sta'jam) which otherwise are invaluable for rajaz studies.3

It would be no wonder, then, if az-Zafayän had been totally forgotten. Yet
for some illogical coincidence, a collection of ten poems by him has been

preserved in one, somewhat fragmentary,4 manuscript (and some modern
copies of it), and was published by Ahlwardt in 1903. The publication of
his Diwän has brought to az-Zafayän the undeserved position of the third
major rajaz poet, besides al-'Ajjäj and Ru'ba, which is a distortion ofthe situation;

in comparison to, e.g., Abü'n-Najm al-Tjlï and even al-Aghlab, Ghaylän
ibn Hurayth and Abu Muhammad al-Faq'asï, az-Zafayän is a minor poet.

In modern studies, though, al-'Ajjäj and Ru'ba have understandably
dominated the field, and az-Zafayän has usually been dealt with in only a

few lines. In fact, since Ahlwardt summarised the facts known or conjectured

pertaining to the life of az-Zafayän, there has been very little progress
concerning either his person or the history of his Diwän. Most sources more
or less repeat the same basic information about az-Zafayän. What is generally

known about him may be summarised in a few lines:5

az-Zafayän, cAtä'6 ibn Usayd [or Asïd7] Abü'1-Mirqäl of Banü cUwäfa
ibn Sa'd, wrote a poem (no. 8)8 on the defeat of Abu Fudayk (73/693) by

One may also add the symptomatic omission of az-Zafayän from Ibn Hazm, Jam-
hara, p. 215 (on Banü 'Uwâfa ibn Sa'd ibn Zayd-Manât ibn Tamim). Ibn Hazm
mentions on the same page the famous family of three rujjâz ('Uqba ibn Ru'ba ibn
al-'Ajjäj ibn Ru'ba ibn Labid ibn Sakhr ibn Kanîf ibn 'Umayra ibn Hunayy ibn
Rabî'a ibn Sa'd ibn Mälik ibn Sa'd ibn Zayd-Manät ibn Tamim), but there is no
mention of az-Zafayän.

Cf. also the analysis of Ahlwardt (1903), Preface, p. lxiv - Ahlwardt's conclusion
was that the Dïwân is the work of some late scholar who had only fragments at his

disposal when collecting the Dïwân. As will be seen, I shall endeavour to show that
it is more probable that the manuscript is, on the contrary, a fragmented remnant of
an originally more complete Dïwân by an early scholar.

I paraphrase the information given by Blachère (1966), pp. 523-524, and GAS
11:370; the other sources (Ullmann 1966, p. 38; van Gelder 1998, p. 817; GAL S

1:91; the Encyclopaedia of Islam, first edition, s.v.; Nallino 1950, pp. 163-164;
Zirikli IV:235) would give the virtually identical information, some more concisely
but none more informatively. For the standard mediaeval accounts on az-Zafayän,
see the end of this article.

The variant 'Atiya - e.g. in al-Firüzäbädi, Qämüs 111:346, s.v. 'WF - is a rather

common mistake.
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'Umar ibn 'Ubaydalläh ibn Ma'mar. He died at an advanced age, and the

only mention of his Diwän comes from 'Abdalqädir al-Baghdadï's Khi-
zänat al-adab.

The aim of this article is to bring some new light - although far from
conclusive - on these basic facts. Let us begin with the question of az-

Zafayän's Diwän.
The consensus is that the only reference to a collection of the poems of

az-Zafayän comes from 'Abdalqädir al-Baghdadï's Khizänat al-adab 1:21

(Diwän rajaz az-Zafayän as-Sa'dï). Yet there are some interesting passages
in philological literature which seem to have gone unnoticed. The first
comes from another book of 'Abdalqädir, Häshiya 11:650, which was
printed only some ten years ago and was thus not available to earlier scholars.

'Abdalqädir writes that he did not find the verses he is discussing [Add.
4:1-5] in the diwän recension of Muhammad ibn Habïb (wa-qad nazartu fi
Diwän rajaz az-Zafayän riwäyat Muhammad ibn Habib fa-lam ara fìhi
hädhä r-rajaz wa-la'allahu thäbitfi riwäyat ghayrihi).

'Abdalqädir is reliable in his quotations9 which means that he did have

a copy of az-Zafayän's rajaz poems at hand, although he never quotes from
it; this negative reference in Häshiya and the mention of the Diwän in the
Preface of Khizäna are the only mentions of az-Zafayän's Diwän in the
works of 'Abdalqädir. The reason for this is obvious. 'Abdalqädir was a

commentator; his works are commentaries and supracommentaries to others'

works, so he quotes passages only to explain the text he is working
with. As az-Zafayän's poems had already fallen outside the canon of
lexicographers and grammarians (except for Add. 4), there was nothing for
'Abdalqädir to comment upon and to elaborate.

7 There does not seem to have been any consensus concerning these two name forms
in the Mediaeval literature. The form Asad is a simple mistake.

8 In referring to az-Zafayän's poems, nos. 1-10 refer to the ten poems ofthe Dïwân,
and Add. 1-4 refer to the four fragments Ahlwardt was able to find from philological

literature.

9 To be sure, he does give second hand quotations, but when explicitly speaking in
his own name his veracity is, as far as I have been able to check, exemplary. - The
list of'Abdalqädir's sources (al-Maymanî, Iqlïd) is, besides being almost inaccessibly

rare, also somewhat unreliable and does not distinguish between direct and indirect

sources. I have prepared a new list of 'Abdalqâdir's sources, based on several

of his works, which I intend to publish later. See also Hämeen-Anttila (1994).
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Yet there is in philological literature another and earlier mention of
rajaz az-Zafayän, which has been overlooked. This comes from al-
Jawalïqï's (d. 539/1144) Mu'arrab, which is in fact a surprisingly good
source of verse quotations from az-Zafayän.10 Al-Jawalïqï writes (al-
Mu'arrab, p. 381):

qara'tu bi-khatt Abî Sa'ïd as-Sukkarî alladhï là mtirä'a fihi fi rajaz az-Zafayàn:

[Add. 3:5-8].

The passage is not quite unequivocal, but it does refer to something al-

Jawalïqï calls rajaz az-Zafayän in the handwriting of Abu Sa'ïd as-Sukkari
(d. 275/888).u This leaves two questions open: was the collection a whole
Dïwân or merely a part of some larger collection? Was as-Sukkari merely
the copyist or was he the collector?

None of the mediaeval sources mention a Diwän of az-Zafayän, be it
by as-Sukkarî or by anyone else, but one has naturally to remember that
both as-Sukkarî's and other early philologists' bibliographies are usually
selective, not complete. Among as-Sukkarî's works there are some which
could have included a chapter on az-Zafayän; both as-Safadï, Wäfi XL424-
425 and Yäqüt, Irshäd 111:62-64 mention Ash'är Banì Sa'd which could

10 I have noticed four quotations: no. 4:15+18-20 (pp. 125-126); no. 8:15-17 (p. 230);
no. 8:19-20 (p. 260); and Add. 3:5-8 (p. 382). In comparison, Abü'n-Najm is

quoted only twice (see MSRP 1, nos. 49 and 72), the five poets ofMSRP 2 together
only three times (Bashir no. 16; Humayd no. 36; Ghaylän no. 1), and the seven poets

of MSRP 3 together only five times (Dukayn no. 12; al-Qulâkh no. 5 twice;
Himyän nos. 6 and 7), yet many of these poets (especially Abü'n-Najm and Abu
Muhammad, to name the two most frequently quoted poets in MSRP 1-3) are in
general much more frequently quoted in lexicographical works than az-Zafayân (cf.
above). Al-Jawalïqï's four quotations of az-Zafayän may well be called a statistical
peak in his usual profile of rajaz quotations.

11 Note that he does not write rajaz li 'z-Zafayän "in one of his rajaz [poems/frag¬
ments]". Naturally, the difference is very small in orthography, but a reference to
something being in someone's handwriting usually does refer to a complete work,
and thus rajaz li 'z-Zafayän would not be the most natural way to read the passage
(and in any case, one would expect to see urjüza instead of rajaz). Thus, one can
take the passage rather confidently to mean "the [complete or selected] rajaz poems
of az-Zafayän". - For Abu Sa'ïd al-Hasan ibn al-Husayn as-Sukkarî's biography
and works, see e.g. az-Zubaydï, Tabaqät, p. 183; as-Safadï, Wäfi XL424-425;
Yäqüt, Irshäd 111:62-64; GAS VIII:97. Note that he was a student of Abu Hätim as-

Sijistäni, for whom see below, and Muhammad ibn Habïb among others.
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have included az-Zafayän. The sources also mention that as-Sukkarî was

philologically active with collections of poems ('amila ash'är jamä'a, Wäfi
XL425);12 the verb jama'a refers to his activity not as a direct collector of
poems - that had been done by the earlier generations - but as an organizer,
compiler and commentator ofthe material already collected.13

What is most interesting is that the passage of Mu'arrab partly
confirms the information given by 'Abdalqädir, since as-Sukkarî was a student
of Ibn Habib,14 among others. Thus, a copy of az-Zafayän's poems in the

handwriting of as-Sukkarî would fit exceedingly well with a collection of
his Diwän by Ibn Habïb, the teacher of as-Sukkarî.

Muhammad ibn Habïb15 was a prolific collector of poems who
published many Diwans but that of az-Zafayän is not among those mentioned in
the selective lists of the biographies - the general interests of Ibn Habïb
would, though, tally well with also publishing the Diwän of az-Zafayän.16 It
seems quite safe to accept the information given by 'Abdalqädir as it now
finds a partial confirmation in al-Jawalïqï's note and there is nothing to
contradict it.

In addition to cAbdalqädir and al-Jawalïqï, there is also a third scholar,
as-Saghanï (d. 650/1252), who can be shown to have used a collection of
az-Zafayän's poems (see below).17 As a comparison of quotations will

12 Another rajaz collection, that of Abu Muhammad al-Faq'asï, in as-Sukkarî's hand¬

writing, is mentioned in Tk II: 146.

13 'amila and sana'a both refer to philological activity. For sana'a, see GAS 11:30

(sana'a "philologisch bearbeiten").

14 See as-Safadï, WäfiXVA24-425, and Yäqüt, Irshäd 111:62-64.

15 For Muhammad ibn Habïb al-Akhbäri Abu Ja'far (d. 245/860), see al-Qiftï, Inbäh
IIL119-Ì21; Yäqüt, Irshäd VL473-476; as-Safadï, Wäfi 11:325-327; GAS VIIL90-
92. Among his works there is, e.g. Man summiya bi-bayt qälahu (Wäfi, loc.cit.;
Irshäd VL476) which might have contained a note on az-Zafayän. He also compiled
many other dïwans.

16 He also mentions this poet in one of his works (al-Alqab), see GAS 11:370.

17 The case of Ibn Jinnï is problematic. In Khasä'is 11:263, he quotes no. 6, vv. 1-2+4-
5 and attributes the verses to Himyän ibn Quhäfa (for other references, see MSRP 3,

p. 108). He adds that the urjüza consisted of 39 verses which proves that he had the

complete poem at his disposal and that it was slightly longer than in the text of
Ahlwardt where the poem consists of 36 verses only. It is not clear whether the

dropping of v. 3 may be taken as a proof that it also differed from that version; it
may equally well be a mistake or an abbreviation. - What is intriguing, though, is

the attribution to Himyän (verses 1-2 are also attributed to Hassan in Lisän 1:485
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show, there is reason to suggest that the fragmentary manuscript of
Ahlwardt belongs to the same recension as that used by the earlier scholars.

What Ahlwardt edited, was the Diwän compiled by Ibn Habïb.
All the earliest scholars involved with the poems of az-Zafayän have

links with the city of Basra.18 Also from the city of Basra comes an intriguing

piece of information, ignored by modern scholars who have mainly
trusted the preface of Ahlwardt to his edition of az-Zafayän. This
information comes from Yäqüt in his Irshäd 11:130-131 (whence it is taken to as-

Suyûtï, Muzhir 11:394),19 in the article on al-Hasan ibn 'Abdallah al-'Askarï
Abu Ahmad (b. 293/906, d. 382/933).20 The passage translated below is

reported, on the authority of Abu Ahmad, as an incident which took place in
his house in Basra between Abu Riyäsh21 and Ibn Lankak:22

whence they are taken to his Dïwân, p. 447). Thus, we have evidence for either the

poem circulating as a whole outside the Diwän recension (this opinion could be
defended by a reference to the missing v. 3 to show that the poem was not in the
Dïwân recension) or else we have to postulate that the name Himyän ibn Quhäfa, or
at least the latter part of it (Himyän might be a manuscript corruption for az-
Zafayän), is a later addition, as it is hardly conceivable that the whole Dïwân would
have been misattributed.

18 The significance of Basra for rajaz poetry in the 8th century seems to have been

underestimated, even though Blachère collected most of the rujjäz under the heading

"Œuvres à dominante lexicologique de la 'mouvance' de Bassora et de Coufa"
(1966, pp. 521-536). It seems that the activity of either composing rajaz poems or
collecting them was remarkable in Basra, the poets obviously being attracted by the

philological activities in the city. The elderly Ru'ba settled in Basra (GAS 11:368)
and many 8th century rujjäz either were born in Basra or settled in it, permanently
or temporarily. To name but some of the most interesting, al-'Umanï, Abu Hayya
an-Numayri and Abu Nukhayla (GAS 11:464-465) all had links with Basra, and

even the late Abu Fir'awn (GAS 11:524) lived there.

19 According to as-Suyûtï (Muzhir 11:393) this passage comes from Abu Ahmad al-
'Askari's Kitäb at-Tashïf. As-Suyûtï slightly abbreviates the passage, as usual.

20 See 111:126.

21 Abu Riyäsh Ahmad ibn Abi Häshim ash-Shaybanï (or al-Qaysï), d. 339 (Yäqüt,
Irshäd 1:74), 349 (as-Suyûtï, Bughya 1:409) or 350 A.H. (al-Qiftï, Inbäh 1:188). He
transmitted from the mashäyikh of Basra (Inbäh 1:61) where he also held an office
(waliya 'amalan) (Bughya 1:409). His knowledge of poetry was famous (Inbäh
1:188: he knew 10000 verses by heart; Irshäd 1:74: 20000 verses). According to
ath-Tha'âlibî, Yatïma 11:351 (> Bughya 1:409) his knowledge of ayyäm al-'arab,
and their genealogies and poems was phenomenal. - His quarrels with Ibn Lankak
and Ibn Lankak's invectives against him are mentioned in almost every source (e.g.
Inbäh IVT24-126; Yatïma 11:351-352). - There are several variants of his name:
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Abu Ahmad said: One day Abu Riyäsh and Abu'1-Husayn Ibn Lankak (rahimahumä Iläh)
met in my house in Basra and exchanged some words. Among other things Abu Riyäsh
said to Abü'1-Husayn: "How can you judge on questions of poets and poetry, you who
are not able to discern between az-Zafayän and ar-Raqabän!"

Abu'1-Husayn answered to this but his answer did not satisfy Abu Riyäsh and they
started quarreling and arguing.

Abu Ahmad said: As it comes to ar-Raqabän (with R, Q, and B), he is an ancient
pre-Islamic (jàhilï qadïm) poet, called Ash'ar ar-Raqabän.23 Az-Zafayän (with Z, F, and

Y) is from Banü Tamïm of Banü Sa'd ibn Zayd-Manät ibn Tamïm, known as az-Zafayän
as-Sa'dï, a prolific räjiz (räjiz kathïr ash-shi'r)24 who lived (käna) at the time of Ja'far ibn
Sulaymän. He is az-Zafayän ibn Mälik ibn 'Awäna who said:

[Add. 3:13+15]
He [Abu Ahmad] also said: Abu Hätim also mentioned another (poet) called az-

Zafayän and that he was with Khälid ibn al-Walïd when the latter approached Bahrayn.
He said [kämil]:

tahdï idhä khawat-i n-nujümu sudürahä
bi-Banäti na'shin aw bi-daw'i l-Farqadï.

Interesting in this passage is the personal name of az-Zafayän as well as his
date. Usually az-Zafayän is said to have been called 'Atä' ibn Usayd (or
Asïd) and to have lived to write a poem (no. 8)25 on an event which took
place in 73/693.

Ahmad ibn Ibrahim (e.g. Inbäh 1:60-61); Ahmad ibn 'Abdallah ibn Shubayl ibn ar-
Rudaynï Abu Riyäsh... (Inbäh 1:188); Ibrahim ibn Ahmad (Bughya 1:409). - The
lost passages of at-Tanukhï's Nishwär seem to have contained more information on
him. In the present edition he is mentioned only in passing (11:158). The Basran at-
Tanûkhî had been a student of Abu Riyäsh (Irshäd IV:76).

22 The poet Abu'1-Husayn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ja'far Ibn Lankak (Yäqüt,
Irshäd 1:77), seems to have died around 360/970 (GAS 11:510-511).

23 'Amr ibn Häritha - the caveat against the tashîf is not out of place, and one often
finds the two poets being confused. Thus, e.g., Lisän I:299a (s.v. bä) speaks about
al-Ash'ar az-Zafayän.

24 Shi'r is here used for rajaz; the passage is not to be translated: "a räjiz writing much
[ qarïd ] poetry, [too]". For the use of shi'r for rajaz, cf. the near contemporary al-
Jähiz speaking of az-Zafayän (Hayawân 11:15), quoted in the Appendix below.

25 The reference in the preface of Ahlwardt to poem no. 7 is an error which caused
Brockelmann (GAL S 1:91) some confusion - and actually shows that Brockelmann
did not read the poems of az-Zafayän when writing on him but merely relied on the

preface of Ahlwardt. Brockelmann, though, is not to be blamed for this, as his aim
was to produce a huge compendium of Arabic literature in general, but it is a

healthy reminder that one should not rely too blindly on GAL.
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The date ofthe az-Zafayän who wrote the poems (1-10) ofthe manuscript

published by Ahlwardt, seems to be rather certainly fixed to the
Marwanid empire, not only by poem no. 8 with its reference to Abu Fudayk,
but also by poem no. 6, which certainly dates from the Marwanid period. In
6:17 az-Zafayän addresses his patron as yä bna Abï'l-'Àsî which naturally
cannot be a reference to a son of AbüT-'Äs(i) but to his progeny, the Mar-
wanids.26

The whole tenor of poem no. 6 speaks for dating it to the early
Marwanid period, with its strong emphasis on the Caliphate (v. 26), an institution

which hardly existed under that name before 'Abdalmalik,27 as well as

with its religious emphasis and the mention of an everlasting kingship (mulk
6:28) in the Umayyad family.28

Thus the two poems must date from around 693, and as there is nothing

in the other poems to contradict this dating, one may be assured that this

az-Zafayän did live around 700. The passage of'Abdalqädir, Häshiya 1:652,

on az-Zafayän (wa-huwa räjiz islamitid-dawla al-Marwäniyd), is probably
based on his noting these same two passages and not, regrettably, on some
independent information which could be used to confirm this date.

The name of this az-Zafayän was, in the majority opinion, 'Atä' ibn
Usayd (or Asïd). To come back to the text in Irshäd, Abu Ahmad claims
that az-Zafayän was az-Zafayän ibn Mälik ibn 'Awäna and that he lived in
the times of Ja'far ibn Sulaymän by which Abu Ahmad obviously means the
'Abbasid governor Ja'far ibn Sulaymän ibn 'AH ibn 'Abdallah ibn al-'Abbäs,
the governor of Hijaz and Basra, who died in 174/790 or 175/791 (as-
Safadï, WäfiXI: 106), a century after the defeat of Abu Fudayk.

26 Marwän was the son of al-Hakam ibn Abï'l-'Asï ibn Umayya, cf. e.g. Ibn Hazm,
Jamhara, p. 87. Sufyanids, on the contrary, were the progeny of Abu Sufyän ibn
Harb ibn Umayya, cf. e.g. Ibn Hazm, Jamhara, p. 111.

27 For the strong evidence that it was 'Abdalmalik who started using the Qur'anic term
khalifa as a prestige term for the ruler of the Islamic umma (khalifat Allah "the
vice-regent of God"), see Crone-Hinds (1986). Contrary to their opinion, I cannot
find any certain evidence for the use of the title khalifa at all before 'Abdalmalik.
However that may be, it is clear that it was not emphasised before 'Abdalmalik.

28 The poem is also very similar to some poems by Jarir; e.g. his poem no. 16 (Dïwân
1:168-177), eulogizing Yazïd ibn 'Abdalmalik, is very similar in its use of religious
and genealogical motifs. Jarir also uses (v. 38, 1:175) al Abï'l-'Âsï to refer to the

Marwänids and Harb to refer to the Sufyanids.
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This creates a problem. The easiest way to solve it would simply be to

posit that Abu Ahmad is speaking about some other az-Zafayän. This,
though, is made problematic by the fact that he refers to his az-Zafayän as a

prolific poet and that he seems to be quite unaware of an az-Zafayän who
would have lived at the time of Abu Fudayk - we shall leave his second az-

Zafayän from the time of Khälid ibn al-Walïd aside for a while.
To posit two different az-Zafayäns is thus somewhat awkward,

although one must note that the only poem which is quoted by Abu Ahmad in
this connection is Add. 3, not any poem from the Dïwân of az-Zafayän
'Atä'.

The integrity of Add. 3 derives from Ahlwardt who built the poem
from different fragments without drawing the reader's attention to the fact
that the verses come from different sources and are not all interconnected.
The poem has to be divided into four parts, as it comes in the sources, viz.
vv. 1-2, 3-8, 9-15 and 16-17 (with additions, see below), verses from all of
which are transmitted in at least some source with attribution to az-Zafayän.
The first and the third part of the poem are glued together only, if I am
correct, by TL V:386 and L X:139 (which is dependent on TL) which give
anonymously the verses 1-2+9-10, whereas the second (vv. 3-8) and the

fourth (vv. 16-17) part are in no source combined with either vv. 1-2 or vv.
9-15 (or with each other).

Here we luckily have a reliable and informative source at our disposal,
viz. Takmila. As-Saghanï's Takmila is invaluable in rajaz studies as the

author both had an astonishing number of Diwans at his disposal and was

very careful and explicit in quoting from them.
As it comes to Add. 3, as-Saghanï accepts the attribution of v. 3 to az-

Zafayän,29 calling it explicitly the first verse of the poem (wa-li 'z-Zafayän
urjüza awwaluhä: annä alammo tayfu Laylä yatruqü [i.e. Add. 3:3]).30 The

third verse is, on the other hand, rather securely transmitted with vv. 4-8, so

that we can accept the attribution of this fragment to az-Zafayän 'Atä' ibn
Usayd, the author ofthe collection of poems no. 1-10 which we know was
at the disposal of as-Saghanï.

29 Tk 1:118 and 111:222.

30 7*111:222.
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The remaining fragments (vv. 1-2+9-15, 16-17) are more problematic.
As-Saghanï denies the attribution by al-Jawharï in his SihähM of Add. 3:1-2,
9-10 and 13-14 to az-Zafayän, without, however, giving them any other
attribution.32 This means that as-Saghanï did not find them in the recension of
az-Zafayän's poems he had at his disposal, but it also shows that he did not
know their real author.

The fact that as-Saghanï refutes the attribution of these verses to az-

Zafayän is significant since it shows that he did have some material to compare

them with. This is most explicit in T* 1:118 where as-Saghanï quotes
Add. 3:13-14, attributed by al-Jawharï to az-Zafayän, and then continues:
wa-li 'z-Zafayän urjüza awwaluhä: anno alammo tayfu Laylä yatruqü [Add.
3:3] wa-laysa mä dhakara l-Jawharï fihä. Thus as-Saghanï had something
to compare the verses with - if he had not had some kind of a complete
version of the poem at his disposal, he could not have bluntly stated that the

verses do not come from the urjüza?2
That is, he either had the complete poem in question or, what is more

probable, the whole Diwän, in whatever recension that may have been.34 It
is also interesting that the version he used did include Add. 3:3 which is

missing from the Ahlwardt manuscript. Whether Add. 3:3 (together with
Add. 3:4-8) comes from the same poem as no. 8 - where the famous pas-

31 The attribution of the following verses to az-Zafayän in Sihäh is refuted by as-

Saghanï in Tk: Tk V:125 (Add. 3:1-2); Tk V:54-55 and V:132 (Add. 3:9-10); Tk
1:118 (v. 13-14). In Tk V:156 as-Saghanï silently accepts the attribution by al-
Jawharï of Add. 3:16-17 to az-Zafayän.

32 Note, however, that in Abu 'Ubayda, Majäz 11:132, the author of Add. 3:13+15+
15a-15e is identified as az-Zafayän min Banï 'Uwäfa. This is the most important
passage speaking for the attribution to az-Zafayän 'Atä' ibn Usayd but Abu 'Ubayda
is not as reliable as as-Saghanï, and, more importantly, does not seem to have used

a Dïwân of az-Zafayän.

33 The Dïwâns at the disposal of as-Saghanï are also in general identifiable by the

same method.

34 The other theoretical possibilities are less probable. As-Saghanï could have denied
the attribution to az-Zafayän if he had known the - supposed - real author of the

verses, but in such cases he naturally is ready to indicate the real author. One

should, though, keep in mind, that for as-Saghanï some poem is or is not by some

poet, depending on whether he finds it in a reliable (or so deemed by him) Dïwân
edition; as-Saghanï cannot in fact be used to show that some verses are not by some

poet, but merely that they do not come from the Dïwân recension(s) used by as-

Saghanï.
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sage concerning Abu Fudayk is found - or not,35 is irrelevant since in both
cases it shows that as-Saghanï's version was different from (and obviously
larger than) the Ahlwardt manuscript. Most probably Add. 3:3-8 does

come from this poem, though. The most logical suggestion would be that

as-Saghanï had the original Diwän in Ibn Habïb's recension still intact.
The verses quoted in Tk tend to coincide with those in Ahlwardt's

Dïwân - in fact, as-Saghanï does not give verses from any "new" poems -
with the important addition that as-Saghanï quotes verses from Add. 1-3

(but not from Add. 4).36 He also gives some additional verses to poems 1-10

(see Appendix). The significance of these facts, too, deserves careful
consideration.

As-Saghanï was a conscientious scholar, and had reliable sources at his

disposal, as can be seen from the material coming from him in, e.g., MSRP
1-3. In his case, denying the attribution to some poet has much value,
because he seems to have checked quite systematically individual shawähid
verses against the Diwans at his disposal. This means that we have reason to

suppose that the Dïwân of az-Zafayän used by him was similar to but more
extensive than the text of Ahlwardt (dating from the 9th century A.H., see

GAS 11:370), and as the latter is fragmentary, one may venture to guess that

as-Saghanï had the same recension but in a complete, or at least less

fragmentary, condition. - Note that, e.g., Ibn Manzür is much less careful with
his material; Ibn Manzür did not check his shawähid against anything but
merely copied the attribution he found in his source without giving much
attention to its soundness. Thus, one cannot use Ibn Manzür's Lisän al-
'arab to reconstruct a Diwän except as a secondary source. As-Saghanï is,

on the other hand, reliable and ready to voice his contrary opinions, often
with a recognizable gloating over others' mistakes.

The facts so far considered would tally well with the theory that as-

Saghanï used the same Dïwân recension - obviously that of Ibn Habïb - as

35 There is no overlapping between no. 8 and Add. 3, but in any case Add. 3:5-8

comes from the beginning of a poem, and the verses of no. 8 from the latter part of
a poem, so that no overlapping can be expected.

36 Add. 1:1-2 is found in Tk IV: 163 - this is a remarkable passage, since as-Saghanï
takes up the question of attribution, as a verse he discusses is wrongly attributed to

al-'Ajjäj by al-Jawharï, and quotes very carefully the verses of az-Zafayän. If the

verses had not been in the Dïwân he was using, one might have expected him to

give a note on this fact. Add. 2:1-2 is found in 7*V:117; for Add. 3, see above.
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the text of Ahlwardt but in a more complete form, i.e. some ancestor,
rectilinear or collateral, ofthe manuscript of Ahlwardt.

This brings us back to the question of Add. 3:1-2+9-15 whose attribution

to az-Zafayän is denied by as-Saghanï. Technically this provides the

opportunity of combining the information of Irshäd with the information of
other sources, viz. that there existed two az-Zafayäns, the one, 'Atä' ibn
Usayd (or Asïd), the late 7th century author of the verses in the manuscript
of Ahlwardt,37 and another az-Zafayän ibn Mälik ibn 'Awäna, contemporary

of the early 'Abbäsids in the late 8th century and the author of, at least,
Add. 3:1-2+9-15.

It remains disturbing, however, that Abu Ahmad calls az-Zafayän ibn
Mälik a prolific rajaz author; if all we know of him are the few lines in
Add. 3, he would have had to have very bad luck since all his other production

has disappeared or become anonymous. This is not impossible, though,
as the rajaz ofthe late 8th century did not get the attention ofthe lexicographers

to the same extent as the rajaz of the 7th and early 8th century, with
the notable exception of Ru'ba. Yet it does stretch one's imagination to
accept two az-Zafayäns, both writing similar verses in 4-aqü38 - an easy
rhyme, though - both very little known, both connected with Basra and both

living within less than a century.
The easiest way out of this situation would be to deny that there ever

existed an az-Zafayän ibn Mälik at all and to consider him a blunder by Abu
Ahmad (and by Yäqüt who trusted his source and transmitted the passage
without sarcastic comments). This, though, is equally unsatisfactory. Abu
Ahmad's reputation was not impeccable but he was appreciated as a

philologist.

Abu Ahmad was, too, a Basran scholar and the interest in az-Zafayän
(or both az-Zafayäns, if there were two of them) seems to have been
centered in Basra. Thus, one is tempted to speak of a Basran tradition of az-

Zafayän or even to try to locate az-Zafayän himself in or around Basra. In

any case, one cannot easily accept such a confusion between az-Zafayän
'Atä' ibn Usayd and az-Zafayän ibn Mälik in the Basran philological circles.

37 Note that as-Saghanï, too, speaks about az-Zafayän 'Atä' ibn Usayd (Tk V: 117), not

any other az-Zafayän. He does, though, know that there was another az-Zafayän,
see the end of this article.

38 I.e. acatalectic rajaz of 4+4+4 syllables.
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The link between az-Zafayän ('Atä' and/or Ibn Mälik) and Basra is
further confirmed by, e.g., the person of Abu Hätim Sahl ibn Muhammad
as-Sijistanï who died in Basra in 255/869; the authority to lead the prayers
at his funeral was none other than Sulaymän ibn Ja'far ibn Sulaymän ibn
cAlï ibn 'Abdallah ibn al-'Abbäs ibn 'Abdalmuttalib, the son of the Ja'far
under whose times az-Zafayän ibn Mälik was supposed to have lived.39 Abu
Hätim, on other hand, is found quoting az-Zafayän's verses (Add. 4:1-5) in
Abu Zayd's Nawädir (pp. 331-332)40 - a notable fact that these verses are

not found in the Dïwân of az-Zafayän as published by Ahlwardt nor in Tk,
and 'Abdalqädir, too, says explicitly that he did not find them in the recension

of Ibn Habïb (Häshiya 11:650). These verses, which are attributed to az-

Zafayän in rather early sources (Abu Zayd), could equally well be by az-

Zafayän ibn Mälik.
Thus, there is a possibility that there were two az-Zafayäns although

Abu Ahmad's complete ignorance of az-Zafayän 'Atä' when listing the az-

Zafayäns known to him, remains disturbing.
It is also disturbing that in the genealogy of az-Zafayän ibn Mälik ibn

'Awäna we find a name that is all too close to the clan name of 'Atä'
('Uwäfa); the two names are in fact confused in some sources.41 Thus, there
remains some uncertainty concerning the existence of az-Zafayän ibn Mälik
and one can hardly make any final conclusions on the basis of the evidence

we have. All we can say is that the late 7th century az-Zafayän 'Atä' was the
author ofthe Dïwân, and there may have been an az-Zafayän ibn Mälik
who lived a century later in Basra, and whose very existence was later
almost forgotten; e.g. as-Saghanï did not know az-Zafayän ibn Mälik as the

author of some ofthe verses of Add. 3, since he flatly denied their attribution

to az-Zafayän, without giving any other attribution or specifying which
az-Zafayän he was speaking about, but in any case az-Zafayän ibn Mälik
was so obscure that one cannot expect as-Saghanï or any other late author to
have known anything about him. For as-Saghanï as well as for all other
authors - excepting the passage in Irshäd and its descendant in Muzhir - the
later az-Zafayän ibn Mälik was simply non-existent.

39 Az-Zubaydï, Tabaqät, pp. 94-96.

40 The verses are given in Abu Zayd, Nawädir, pp. 331-332, on the authority of al-
Mufaddal [ad-Dabbï], together with comments by Abu'1-Hasan ['Ali ibn Sulaymän
al-Akhfash] and Abu Hätim [as-Sijistanï].

41 See below, the passage in al-Àmidï, Mu'talif.
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References to two other az-Zafayäns have been mentioned above. One

of them is clearly due to tashïf viz. (al-)Ash'ar ar-Raqabän whom we meet
in some sources wrongly punctuated as az-Zafayän and vice versa. The
other is a poet from the time of Khälid ibn al-Walïd (d. 21/642). The only
verses by him quoted by Abu Ahmad are not in rajaz, but on the other hand,
he, too, is connected with Bahrayn, the later site of Abu Fudayk's rebellion.
Could we identify him with az-Zafayän cAtä', the räjiz, if we choose to
ignore the patronyms?

Technically, we could. The usual belief is that az-Zafayän 'Atä' died at

a very advanced age, which would leave room for poems both to Khälid ibn
al-Walïd and to Marwanids who are separated from each other only by
some fifty years. This, though, is not very satisfactory for several reasons.
First of all, one is somewhat disturbed by the fact that the only datable

events in his poems and vita would come from the two extreme ends of his

life, whereas nothing would be known from inbetween. In addition, we have

only one quotation by the earlier az-Zafayän and that in qarid, not rajaz. It
was not rare for poets to write in both - the most notable case is Abü'n-
Najm - yet we do not elsewhere hear anything of az-Zafayän 'Atä's qarïd
verses.

It should also be realized that the longevity of az-Zafayän is actually a

legend created by Ahlwardt (1903, Preface, pp. lxi-lxii), whose attention
was caught by poem no. 642 where az-Zafayän describes himself as rather

decrepit - and most conveniently, from our point of view, in the particular
poem which can be dated to Marwanid times. Seductive, though, it would
be to accept this, it is not very probable that we can make any conclusions
as to his age, since we are dealing with a well-known topos of Arabic
poetry, and it is not possible to build a biography on these topoi.43 Az-Zafayän
may have been old and decrepit when addressing some of the Marwanid
Caliphs, and thus could already have composed a poem on Khälid ibn al-

Walïd, but this remains hypothetical.

42 Ahlwardt (1903) seems to have been rather careless with his Preface where he

speaks of poem no. 2 when referring to no. 6 - as is well known, Ahlwardt changed
the order of the poems in the manuscript to fit them in the alphabetical order, and
thus he seems here to have left the original numbering of the poems stand, after

having changed their places in the edition.

43 In fact, Kashshäsh (1995) builds his whole chapter on az-Zafayän (pp. 239-244) on
these "biographical" passages in the poems, but his attitude hardly meets the
standards of modern Literaturwissenschaft.
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Thus, one is perhaps best advised to take the link between these two
az-Zafayäns and Bahrayn merely as a coincidence44 and exclude the earliest

az-Zafayän from among rajaz authors until further evidence is found.45

APPENDIX

This Appendix contains a few notes to the text published by Ahlwardt as

well as additional verses transmitted in philological literature on the

authority of az-Zafayän.

Dïwân, no. 3

S, p. 434, and L XV:242 attribute the following verses to az-Zafayän:
a. inni wa-man shä'a btaghä qifäkhä
b. lam aku fi qawmï mra'an wakhwäkhä

Dïwân, no. 4

Several sources add another verse after v. 14, viz.:
14a. mithla 'azïfi l-jinni haddat haddä

This is found in S, p. 499 (v. 13-14+14a); L VIL408 (v. 13-14+14a); TA
VIIL299 (v. 13-14+14a); and al-Jähiz, Hayawân VI:175 (v. 14+14a), in all
of them attributed to az-Zafayän.

al-Marzubanï, Mu'jam ash-shu'arä', p. 298, gives the following five verses
before vv. 15-18:

a. innïidha mä sahibï stabaddä

b. bi 'l-amri min düniya wa-smaghaddä

c. atrukuhü wasta r-rijäli 'abdä

d. muwattanan 'alä l-hawäni fardä
e. yartakibu l-ghayya wa-yukhtï r-rushdä

44 If one cannot connect the use ofthe name az-Zafayän with Bahrayn.

45 Yet it is interesting how easily Blachère (1966, p. 523) emends the passage of al-

Marzubanï, Mu'jam, p. 298, where it is stated that az-Zafayän eulogised 'Ubayd-
alläh ibn Ma'mar (d. 30/650) and reads ['Umar ibn] 'Ubaydalläh ibn Ma'mar. The
emendation is most probably correct, but one might hesitate somewhat as the date

of 'Ubaydalläh does fit with the earlier az-Zafayän, the eulogiser of Khälid ibn al-
Walïd.
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Dïwân, no. 6

According to Ibn Jinnï, Khasä'is 11:263, the complete urjüza consisted of 39

verses, of which Ibn Jinnï quotes verses 1-2+4-5.

Dïwân, no. 8

az-Zamakhsharï, Fä'iq 11:56, adds another verse after v. 13 and attributes
them to az-Zafayän:

13a. anhä l-madawïsa 'alayhi l-faytaqü

Dïwân, no. 10

The sources seem to be almost unanimous that the placename in v. 2 is to be

vocalized Dhü Buwän, whereas Bawwän is another place, see e.g. L 1:543.

Yäqüt, Mu'jam al-buldän 1:503, calls Buwân a place in Najd, but adds

that in this verse is probably meant Buwäna, which is (1:505) "a hill (hadba)
behind Yanbu', close to the coast". Bawwän, on the contrary, is (1:503-505)
a name for three different places, one between Arrajän and an-

Nawbandajän, the second between Färis and Kirmän, and the third a village
(qarya) outside ('alä bäb) Isfahan.

Add. 1

TA XIX:21646 attributes the following three verses to az-Zafayän:
a. anhä47 'alä l-mishali hashran mälitä

b.fa-anfadha d-dibna4i wa-jäla mäkhitä

c. wa-njadala l-mishalu yakbü hänitä

The last verse is found attributed to az-Zafayän also in Tk IV: 121 and L
111:360.

L IX:67 and IX:343 attribute the following verses to az-Zafayän:
d. wa-lam yada' madhqan wa-lä 'ujälitä
e. li-shäribin hazran wa-lä 'ukälitä

46 Geyer 1909), pp. 100-101.

47 Var. alhä.

48 Var. l-ghabna.
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'Ubäb/F, p. 306 TA XXIIL489), attributes the following verses to az-

Zafayän:
f. fa-ltaqatatfi l-qutri49 timlan lä'itä

g. fi kaffihï shadfä'u min shawähitä

h. wa-as 'humun a'addahä amäritä [variant: mawäritä].

For other possible verses of this poem, see MSRP 3, Himyän, no. 13 - the

names az-Zafayän and Himyän were easily confused as can be seen from

many examples discussed in this article.

Add. 3

S, p. 689, and L VI:377, add the following verse after v. 7 and attribute it to

az-Zafayän:
7a. 'alayhi minhu mi'zarun wa-bukhnuqü

Abu 'Ubayda, Majäz al-Qur'än 11:132-133, gives the following five verses
after vv. 13+15, and attributes them to az-Zafayän:

15a. adhallu bur'ä th-thäfirayni dawsaqü
15b. shawäruhä qutüduhä wa 'n-numruqü
15c. wa-buratun fihä zimämun mu'laqü
15d. ka'anna thinyayni shujä'un mutriqü
15e. wa-bnu milätin mutajäfin adfaqü

At-Tabarï, Jämi' al-bayän XXI:63 gives vv. 13+15e (var. arfaqü)
anonymously.

The following two verses are attributed to az-Zafayän in TA XXV:309:
a. wa-häfirun sulbu l-'ujä mudamlaqü
b. wa-säqu hayqin anfuhä mu'arraqû

The same verses are found anonymously in, e.g., S, p. 2419, L IV:408, L
IX:75 and TA2 10:235.

The following verse is attributed to az-Zafayän in TA XXV:285 (from
'Ubäb):

c. ka'annahû fihi ghadïrun daysaqü

49 TA XXIIL489 reads l-qazzi.
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POEMS MISSING FROM THE EDITION OF AHLWARDT

Al-Jähiz, Hayawân 11:15, attributes the following three verses to either az-
Zafayän or Himyän (immä an yaküna sh-shi'ru [sic!] li-Himyän wa-immä an
yaküna li'z-Zafayän):

1. hayyäkumü llähu fa-innï munqalib
2. wa-innamä sh-shä'iru majnünun kalib
3. aktharu mä ya'ti'aläfihi kadhib50

al-Amidï, Mu'talif p. 133, attributes the following three verses to az-
Zafayän:

1. wa-sähibin qultu lahü bi-nushi
2. qum fa-rtahil qad dä'a daw'u s-subhï

3. fa-qäma yahtazzu htizäza r-rumhï

al-Amidï, Mu'talif, p. 133, attributes the following verse (which might have

given him his nickname) to az-Zafayän 'Atä' ibn Usayd:
1. wa 'l-khaylu tazfi n-na'ama l-ma'qüdä

The same verse is found attributed to az-Zafayän in al-Marzubanï, Mu'jam
ash-shu'arä', p. 298, with the variants l-maq'ürä and l-ma'qürä. These variants

have the same rhyme as the following fragment, which is attributed to
az-Zafayän in S, p. 689, L VL360, and TA XIL76:51

1. lammâ ra'aw min jam'inä n-nafirä
2. wa 'l-halaqa l-mudä'afa l-masmürä

"i.jawärinan tarä lahä qatirä

Some sources (e.g. S, p. 1714, and L V:317) attribute the following verses to

az-Zafayän:
1. yaqülu nawwir subhu law yafallü
2. wa 'l-qatru 'an matnayhi murmaghillü
3. ka-nuzumi l-lu'lu'i murma'illü
4. taluffuhü nakbä'u aw sham'allü

50 Cf. MSRP 3, Himyän no. 1.

51 V. 3 also in S, p. 786, and 1X1:31.
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The verses are usually attributed to Himyän (no. 16, MSRP 3, p. 107), and

as-Saghanï explicitly refutes their attribution to az-Zafayän (see Tk V:376
andV:408).

ath-Tha'alibï, Thimär al-qulüb, p. 72, attributes the following four verses to

az-Zafayän al-'Uwäfi:
1. anä l-'Uwäfiyu fa-man 'ädäni
2. adhaqtuhü bawädira l-hawanï
3. hattä tarähu mutriqa sh-shaytanï
4. 'allamanïsh-shi'ra mu'allimäni

Verses 1-3 are attributed to az-Zafayän al-'Uwäfi in al-Jähiz, Hayawân
VL247.

ThaTab, Sharh Diwän al-Khansä', p. 140,52 attributes the following verse,
describing the bow (qäla z-Zafayän wa-huwa yan'atu qawsan), to az-Zafayän

and says that it was the cause of his nickname (fa-summiya bi-hädhä l-
bayt az-Zafayän):

1. kabdä'u tazfi kulla qidhin hannän

As has become clear, there was no dearth of verses for later scholars which
had caused 'Atä' to be called az-Zafayän. The contradictory explanations
make it all the more obvious how arbitrary and groundless these kinds of
legends are.

The main passages on az-Zafayän in philological literature:

1. al-Àmidï (d. 371/987), Mu'talif p. 133:

man yuqälu lahu z-Zafayän wa'r-Raqabän: fa-ammä z-Zafayän fa-hwa 'Atä' ibn
Usayd ahad Banï 'Uwäfa [MS: 'Awäna] ibn Sa'd ibn Zayd-Manät ibn Tamïm wa-
yuknä Abä'l-Mirqäl wa-qïla lahu z-Zafayän li-qawlihi:

wa'1-khaylu tazfi n-na'ama 1-ma'qüdä
fi urjüza. wa'z-Zafayän shä'ir muhsin wa-huwa 1-qä'il, anshadanähu 1-Akhfash:

wa-sähibin qultu lahü bi-nushï

qum fa-rtahil qad dä'a daw'u s-subhï

fa-qäma yahtazzu htizäza r-rumhï

52 Geyer (1909), p. 101.
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ammä r-Raqabän bi'r-rä' fa-huwa 1-Ash'ar ar-Raqabän al-Asadï53 wa-smuhu 'Amr
ibn Häritha [...] shä'ir khabïth [...].

2. al-Marzubanï (d. 384/994), Mu'jam ash-shu'arä\ p. 298:

az-Zafayän ar-räjiz ismuhu 'Atä' ibn Usayd wa-yuqälu Asïd ahad Banï 'Uwäfa ibn
Sa'd ibn Zayd-Manät, summiya z-Zafayän bi-qawlihi:

wa'1-khaylu tazfi n-na'ama 1-maq'ürä
wa-yurwä: 1-ma'qürä. wa-huwa islamï, madaha ['Umar ibn]54 'Ubaydalläh ibn
Ma'mar wa-huwa 1-qä'il min urjüza:

[4:a-e+15-18]

3. as-Saghanï (d. 650/1252), Tk VL430 (s.v. ZFY):
wa-min ash-shu'arä' rajulän yuqälu lahumä z-Zafayän. ahaduhumä z-Zafayän
laqabuhu wa-huwa ahad Banï 'Uwäfa wa-smuhu 'Atä' wa-kunyatuhu Abü'l-
Mirqäl, wa'1-äkhar räjiz muhsin.

The note on az-Zafayän in Tk VL430 seems to echo the text of al-Ämidi,
and at least as-Saghanï seems to have taken az-Zafayän 'Atä' to be another

person than the "az-Zafayän, shä'ir muhsin ', the author of the three verses
in 3-Khï. This would again leave some space for az-Zafayän ibn Mälik.

ABBREVIATIONS

GAL (S) Brockelmann, Carl 1936-1944).
GAS Sezgin (1967-1984).
L Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-'arab.
MSRP Hämeen-Anttila 1993 -1996).
S al-Jawharï, Sihäh.
TA az-Zabïdï, Taf al-'arüs.
TA1 az-Zabïdï, Tàj al-'arüs, old edition.
Tk as-Saghànî, Takmila.
TL AL-AZHARÎ, Tahdhîb al-lugha.
'Ubäb as-Saghànî, 'Ubäb.

53 See also Mu'talif, p. 47.

54 For this usual emendation, see above.
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Abü'1-Fadl Ibrahim. Bayrüt s.a.
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AS-SUYÛTÏ, al-Muzhir fi 'ulüm al-lugha wa-anwä'ihä. Ed. Muhammad Ahmad Jäd al-
Mawlä Beg - Muhammad Abü'1-Fadl Ibrahim - 'AH Muhammad al-Bijawï. I-II.
Bayrüt 1406/1986.'

AT-TABARI, Jâmi' al-bayänfi tafsïr al-Qur'än. 1-30. Al-Qähira [repr. 1407/1987].

AT-TANÛKHÎ, Nishwär al-muhädara wa-akhbär al-mudhäkara. I-VIII. Ed. 'Abbüd ash-

ShälijL S.l. 1391-1393/1971-1973.

ATH-Tha'ÀLIBÎ, Thimär al-qulüb fi l-mudäf wa 'l-mansüb. Ed. Muhammad Abü'1-Fadl
Ibrahîm. Al-Qähira s.a. (Dhakhä'ir al-'arab; 57).

ATH-THA'ÄLlBl, Yatïmat ad-dahr. I-IV. S.l. 1399/1979.

Tha(LAB, Sharh Dïwân al-Khansä'. Ed. Anwar Abu Suwaylim. 'Amman 1409/1988.

YÄQÜT, Irshäd al-arïb ilä ma'rifat al-adïb. Ed. D.S. Margoliouth. I-VII. London 21923-

1931.

YÄQÜT, Mu'jam al-buldän. I-VII, Bayrüt: Dar Sädir 1957, repr. 1995.

AZ-ZABÏDÏ, Täj al-'arüs min jawâhïr al-Qämüs. °I-XXV. Al-Kuwayt 1965-1989; 2)1-10.

Al-Qähira 1306.

az-Zamakhsharî, al-Fä'iq fi gharïb al-hadïth. I-II. Ed. 'Ali Muhammad al-Bijawï and
Muhammad Abü'1-Fadl Ibrahîm. Al-Qähira s.a.
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